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A new type of light-weight material produced by 3D printing consisting of nano-carbon doped
polymer layer followed by a dielectric polymer layer is proposed. We performed temperature
dependent characterization and measured the electromagnetic (EM) response of the samples in the
GHz and THz range. The temperature dependent structural characteristics, crystallization, and
melting were observed to be strongly affected by the presence and the number of nano-carbon
doped layers in the sandwich structure. The electromagnetic measurements show a great potential
of such a type of periodic material for electromagnetic compatibility applications in microwave
frequency range. Sandwich structures containing only two nano-carbon layers already become not
transparent to the microwaves, giving an electromagnetic interference shielding efficiency at
the level of 8–15 dB. A sandwich consisting of one nano-carbon doped and one polymer layer is
opaque for THz radiation, because of 80% of absorption. These studies serve as a basis for design
and realization of specific optimal geometries of meta-surface type with the 3D printing technique,
in order to reach a high level of electromagnetic interference shielding performance for real world
C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
EM cloaking and EM ecology applications. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945576]
I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave is the ultimate range for open space communication. However, drastic growth of the satellite data
transmission in the past decade makes the spectral bands
allocated to the different communication channels overcrowded.1 Along with the ever-increasing density of emitters
in the environment, this crowd makes the electromagnetic
(EM) compatibility an important issue. In other words, any
new equipment must have adequate immunity in order to
function consistently and reliably, be resilient to major
disturbances, and coexist with other equipment. Thus, one
needs new functional materials combining high electrical
conductivity and good electromagnetic (EM) interference
shielding effectiveness (SE)—the reciprocal of the transmission factor—for electromagnetic coatings, shields, and
filters, working in specific frequency bands.
The electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding effectiveness (SE) is determined by material absorptivity, surface
reflectivity, and multiple internal reflections. For a continuous
a)
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metal sheet, the latter mechanism is negligible. In conventional macroscopic materials such as nonmagnetic metals, the
absorption mainly takes place across the skin depth, which
decreases with the frequency. The EMI SE can be written1 as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!
r
 20  log10 4
SE ¼ 20  log10
pf e0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ 20t pf l0 r log10 e;
where r is the shielding material conductivity, f is the frequency of the incoming EM wave, t is the thickness of the
shielding layer, and l0 and e0 are vacuum permeability and
permittivity, respectively. Therefore, at frequencies above 5
GHz for a Cu foil, being 100 lm thick with conductivity
r ¼ 5.7  107 S/m, one expects to have the EMI SE at the
level more than 30 dB caused by an almost 100% reflection.
The problem is that the reflection is a source of a secondary
EMI pollution. That is why the possibility to have as high
EM attenuation as possible coming from the absorption
losses is very attractive.
The EMI SE of a composite material mainly depends on
the filler’s intrinsic conductivity, dielectric constant, and aspect ratio.2 Nano-carbon fillers, such as graphene nanoplatelets and carbon nanotubes, are indeed interesting materials
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from the point of view of electromagnetic shielding.
Although many studies of the electromagnetic properties of
graphene based polymer composites are available, the graphene nanocomposites’ research is still at a very early stage
of evolution especially from the view point of EMI shielding
material development.3–6 Combination of strategies like multilayered structures and hybrid fillers are expected to provide
an effective solution to realize a lightweight, mechanically
strong, processable, and economically viable shielding material suitable for commercial and defense sectors.7
Recently, we demonstrated8,9 that multilayered structures of alternating graphene monolayers and polymer layers
can provide an efficient shield against microwave radiations
achieving up to 50% absorption of the incident radiation
energy at normal incidence. The magnitude of the absorption
depends on the number of graphene sheets and the doping
level. Though graphene/polymer heterostructures have
several advantages in comparison with conventional metal
shielding layers, such as lightweight, resistance to corrosion,
and flexible absorption mechanism of shielding, their fabrication process is quite difficult because of graphene transfer
stage. The very thin multilayer sandwiches are not easy to be
produced and characterized due to the difficult sample handling. Such multilayered sandwich structures can protect
micro- and nano-devices in a harsh electromagnetic environment, due to the promising electromagnetic shielding efficiency of graphene.9 Many specific factors, e.g., thickness,
microstructure, number of graphene layers, and texture, may
have strong influence on the electromagnetic properties of
sandwich graphene/polymer structures. However, stronger
films and more reliable processing conditions are required to
meet different application needs.
Ordered and disordered photonic crystal type structures,10 composed of periodic dielectric or metal-dielectric
nanostructures, provide an ultimate control of electromagnetic waves11–13 in microwave-to-THz range. Various
advanced processing and manufacturing techniques have
been proposed for the fabrication of photonic crystal structures such as layers deposition, lithography, and direct laser
writing. We have used the additive manufacturing (3D printing), which makes it possible to use different materials, with
very different properties at geometrically precisely defined
spatial positions. Therefore, it will be a very attractive way
of constructing complex architectures from different materials, which would not be possible to be produced in a simple
way by conventional technologies.
In this study, our idea was to design a new type of light
material having tunable EM electromagnetic absorption
properties by 3D printing of photonic type band gap structures by layer by layer deposition of nano-carbon doped
polymer layers and pure (dielectric) polymer layers. The
source material for the nano-carbon layer is a commercial
nanocomposite filament, named 3D Black Magic (3DBM),14
consisting of a nano-carbon filler incorporated in a polylactic
acid (PLA) polymer, while the pure polymer layer is printed
from a pure PLA filament. We study the electromagnetic
wave propagation in those periodic nano-carbon/polymer
structures and relate this with the texture, structure, and thermal properties. The applicability of the nano-carbon/polymer
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sandwich materials for protection of micro and nanoelectronic devices in microwave and THz range is discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials and manufacturing of 3D printed
multilayered structures

For printing the sandwich structures, we used the commercial 3DBM filament, which is a composite of Polylactic
acid (PLA) thermoplastic doped with highly conductive
nano-carbon materials (according to supplier information,
10 wt. % of nano-carbon inclusions are added to the PLA). A
commercial pure PLA filament was used to print the dielectric polymer layers, which separate the nano-carbon doped
layers. The 3D printed multilayered structure was fabricated
by layer by layer deposition of a 0.1 mm thick pure PLA
layer, followed by a 0.1 mm Black Magic Layer (BML). The
structural unit composed of a carbon doped PLA layer
(called here nano-carbon layer, BML) and a pure PLA layer
may be repeated several times. Multilayered samples containing from 1 to 4 nano-carbon layers were produced by
using a Fused Filament Fabrication/Fused Deposition
Modeling (FFF/FDM) 3D printer with dual head extruder
(extruder temperature: 230  C; table heating: 50  C; speed:
30 mm/s; extrusion multiplier 1.1). Rectangular samples and
disk shaped ones having thickness from 0.4 mm to 1.0 mm
were printed for direct electromagnetic measurements. The
following samples were printed: multilayer samples containing 1–4 nano-carbon layers separated by PLA layers (named
BML1-PLA, BML2-PLA, BML3-PLA, and BML4-PLA),
and reference samples (REF1–REF4) consisting the same
number of layers as the corresponding PMLx-PLA sample,
but without nano-carbon content (all layers printed from the
pure PLA filament).
B. Structural characterization

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis using
JEOL JEM 2100 at accelerating voltage 200 kV was performed for characterization of the carbon nanostructures in
the commercial filament. The homogeneity and the degree of
dispersion of the nano-carbon dopant in the 3D printing filament were checked by Optical Microscopy (OM) in thin
sections of 1 lm in thickness prepared by microtome sectioning after incorporation in a special resin. Samples for Cross
Section Transmission Electron Microscopy (X-TEM)
(Philips CM20) were prepared by ultramicrotome sectioning
to a thickness of 70 nm.
C. Electromagnetic characterization

Measurements of dielectric characteristics of 3D Black
Magic filament for 3D printer as they are in low frequency
range from 20 Hz to 2 MHz were done using LCR meters
HP4284A.
The microwave measurements were provided by a scalar
network analyzer R2-408R (ELMIKA, Vilnius, Lithuania) at
room temperature and normal pressure. The system consists
of a sweep generator, waveguide reflectometer, network analyzer, and indicator unit (personal computer). The scalar
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network analyzer is designed for measurement of the transmission factor (attenuation) and reflection factor module
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of waveguide devices and components in frequency range from 25.96 GHz to
37.5 GHz. The frequency sweep bandwidth range can vary
from the full frequency range of the instrument to
1500 MHz. The set-up provides automatic frequency sweep
over the full frequency range with a sweep time of
0.08 6 0.016 s or 1.0 6 0.2 s. Basic error limit of the frequency setting does not exceed 60.2% in normal conditions.
In the panoramic measurement mode, the generator is operating in periodic frequency sweep from the start frequency to
the end frequency of the sweep range. The output signal is
modulated by 100 kHz square pulse modulation.
Measurements are based on separation, by the directional
couplers, of signals proportional to that incident to device
under test (DUT) and that reflected from DUT mm-wave
powers (in case of VSWR measurements) or proportional to
incident and passed through DUT (in case of attenuation
measurements) mm-waves. The IEC 62431:2008(E) standard
specifying the measurement method for the reflectivity of
EM materials for the normal incident is used. The EM
response of the samples as ratios of transmitted/input (S21)
and reflected/input (S11) signals has been measured in the
26–37 GHz frequency range (Ka-band). The frequency stability of the oscillator was controlled by a frequency meter and
was as high as 106. The power stabilization was maintained
in the level of 7.0 mW 6 10 lW. EM attenuation was
measured in the 0 dB to 40 dB range. Basic measurement
errors of EM attenuation over the range 0–25 dB were
djS21j ¼ 6(0.6 þ 0.06jS21j). After a standard procedure of
instrument calibration for transmission and reflection measurements, the S-parameters were measured by subsequent
insertion of the samples into the waveguide. The accuracy
has been controlled by repetitive measurements. Reflectance
(R), transmittance (T), and absorbance (A) values are
obtained from the measured S-parameters in the following
way: R ¼ S211 , T ¼ S221 , and A ¼ 1  R  T. The scheme of
the waveguide measurements is presented in Fig. 1(a).
THz measurements were carried out using a commercial THz time-domain spectrometer (T-SPEC Ekspla,
Vilnius, Lithuania). 1050 6 40 nm wavelength pumping
laser having 50–150 fs pulse duration and more than 40 mW
output power at approximately 80 MHz pulse repetition rate
was used to excite a photoconductor antenna and produced
THz radiation up to 2 THz. The layout of the system is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The spectrometer THz emitter and detector consist of a micro strip antenna integrated with photoconductor (low temperature grown GaBiAs) and silicon
lens. THz detector output is proportional to the instant electrical field strength of THz pulse during ultrashort pumping
pulse. The Fourier transform of waveform of electrical field
of THz radiation gives the spectral content (E(x)) of THz
radiation. A comparison of the spectra with (Esamp(x)) and
without (Eref(x)) sample inserted into THz beam under normal incidence gives the complex transmission function
(t(x) ¼ Esamp(x)/Eref(x)) of the sample under investigation.
To get better signal to noise ratio, 1024 scanned curves
averaging was used.

J. Appl. Phys. 119, 135102 (2016)

FIG. 1. (a) The waveguide measurement setup. Electromagnetic wave propagates along the z axis. (b) Scheme of the terahertz time-domain spectroscopy setup (T-SPEC Ekspla).

D. Thermal characterization

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a DSC Q20 TA Instruments with two heating
cycles from 30 to 200  C at 10  C/min separated by a single
cooling cycle at 10  C/min with isothermal steps for 5 min
at 200  C and 2 min at 30  C. The amount of samples for
the DSC analysis was 4–5 mg. For reference sample, an
empty pan was used. The DSC curve from the first run of the
experiment was used to determine the glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tc), crystallized
fraction (v%), and melting temperature (Tm).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out
using a TG Q50 Analyzer (TA Instruments). The samples
were heated within the temperature range 30–550  C with a
heating rate of 10  C per minute in air atmosphere. The thermal stability at 10% mass loss (T10%), thermal degradation
(Tp), and final weight loss (%) are the characteristics taken
from the TGA curve.
III. RESULTS
A. Structural characterization of the nano-carbon
filament

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the optical microscopy
images in transmitted light through the 1 lm thick cross
section of the 3D Black Magic (3DBM) filament. Prior to
microtome sectioning, the filament was incorporated in special resin. The images in two magnifications (scale bars of
200 lm (a) and 20 lm (b)) demonstrate the homogeneity of
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FIG. 2. Cross sectional optical microscopy images in transmitted light
through sections of 1 lm thickness of
the 3DBM filament. Prior to microtome
sectioning, the filament was incorporated in special resin.

dispersion of the nano-carbon dopant in the 3D printing filament. As can be seen, the nano-carbon filler does not present
segregation, only a few large agglomerates of 100–200 lm
size are visible as black spots.
In Fig. 3(b) at higher magnifications, it is seen that the
nano-carbon dopant is uniformly distributed in the polymer
matrix. The nano-carbon filler is obviously a mixture of
milled short carbon nanotubes and other structures.
In order to characterize the type of nano-carbon structures used as a dopant of PLA inside the Black Magic filament, the thin films were heated to 500  C at a heating rate
of 10  C/min using thermogravimetric analysis. At these
TGA heating conditions, the polymer is burned, but the
nano-carbon filler is not degraded and remains in the residue char. Transmission electron microscopy analysis was
performed for the residue char for further visualization. For
the TEM study, a preliminary preparation technique was
applied. The residue char was dispersed in ethanol, and a
micro-quantity of colloid was dropped on standard copper
TEM grid covered by amorphous carbon membrane then
dried in dust-free atmosphere at ambient conditions. The
phase composition of the colloids was determined by
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) mode of the
microscope. Figs. 4(a)–4(c) present the TEM micrographs
at different locations of the carbon ash residue. As can be
seen, the Black magic filament contains a mixture of
carbon nanostructures, mostly graphene sheets (a), short
multiwall carbon nanotubes (b), and carbon cone-like structures (c).

B. Structural characterization of the 3D printed
multilayer sandwiches

Figure 5(a) shows the optical image of the cross section
of an example 3D printed sandwich type sample (BML4PLA), where the multilayer structure consists of a base PLA
layer (0.3 mm thick), 4 nano-carbon layers (0.1 mm black
stabs), separated by pure PLA layers (0.1 mm grey stabs).
The sandwich structure is made from continuous alternating
layers. Fig. 5(b) presents the X-TEM micrograph of the
PLA/nano-carbon doped interface in the multilayered sandwiches. The interface is sharp and continuous; the nanocarbon additive has kept its good dispersion and homogeneity during the 3D printing process (Fig. 3(b)).
C. Thermal properties

The thermal properties of the 3D printed multilayered
sandwiches with 1 and 4 nano-carbon layers (samples
BML1-PLA and BML4-PLA) were investigated by differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis, as
well as compared to the reference pure PLA samples (REF)
having the same number of layers.
The results from DSC analysis are presented in Fig. 6,
where the thermograms plot the heat flow vs. temperature.
The glass transition (Tg), the crystallization (Tc), and melting
(Tm) temperatures are determined from the peaks of the DSC
curves (1st run) and shown in Fig. 6. Table I summarizes the
calorimetrical characteristics of the three sample materials.
Our results show that the nano-carbon doped PLA, fabricated

FIG. 3. X-TEM of the 3DBM filament
at two magnifications. (a) The diagonal
lighter lines are artefacts generated by
the imperfections of the diamond knife
of the ultramicrotome and (b) the
nano-carbon dopant is uniformly distributed in the polymer matrix.
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FIG. 4. TEM micrographs of the residue char after burning of filament at 500  C. Three different nano-carbon structures were identified in the Black Magic filament: (a) graphene; (b) multiwall carbon nanotubes; and (c) carbon cone-like structures.

FIG. 5. (a) Optical image of the cross
section of 3D printed multilayered
sample with 4 nano-carbon layers
(black stabs) and (b) X-TEM image of
the PLA/nano-carbon doped interface.

via melt blending, has negligible impact on Tg. In general,
the effects of the graphene nanofiller on glass transition temperature (Tg) remain controversial. Some authors reported
that composites with small amount of several types of nanofillers indicate a negligible impact on Tg.15 Liao et al.16
found no changes in Tg for graphene/polymer nanocomposites synthesized via physical blending processes such as

FIG. 6. DSC thermograms of heat flow vs. temperature for the 3D printed
sandwich structures with one and four nano-carbon layers (BML1-PLA and
BML4-PLA), compared to the reference pure PLA sample (REF). The glass
transition (Tg), crystallization peak (Tc), and melting peak (Tm) temperatures
are shown.

solvent or melt blending, except for blending with strongly
polar polymers, while, chemical blending processes such as
in situ polymerization or chemically modified graphene
yielded significant increases in Tg for nanocomposites.
Importantly, we found that the Tc temperatures for the
nano-carbon containing sandwich structures are strongly
shifted towards lower temperatures with increasing the number of nano-carbon layers from 1 to 4. The crystallized fraction (v%) gradually decreases from 23.9% for the pure PLA
to 22.0% for one nano-carbon layer and to 10.2% for the 4
nano-carbon layers sandwiches. This confirms that graphene
exhibits nucleation effect,17 which leads to a decrease of the
nucleus size by increasing the nano-carbon filler content in
the sandwich structures. Double melting peak (Tm) was
observed for the nano-carbon containing sandwich samples,
which is associated with the presence of two materials. The
second melting temperature is about 10  C higher than the
first melting temperature. Thus, we assume that the first Tm
peak represents the melting temperature of the pure PLA
polymer, while the second melting peak may be associated
with the melting temperature of the nano-carbon doped PLA
composite material.
Thermal stability is an important property for polymer
nanocomposites. The TG and Derivative Thermogravimetric
Analysis (DTG) curves for the pure PLA and BML-PLA
sandwich structures with one and four layers are illustrated
in Fig. 7. The characteristic temperatures are tabulated in
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TABLE I. Thermal characteristics of the nano-carbon containing sandwich structures and the reference PLA at temperature range 30–550  C and heating rate
10  C/min in air atmosphere.
Tg ( C)

Tc ( C)

Tm ( C)

Crystallized fraction (v%)

T10% ( C)

Tp ( C)

Char (%)

REF PLA
BML1-PLA

64.2
62.2

122.2
111.0

23.9
22.0

328.6
319.2

364.6
360.0

0.004
1.73

BML4-PLA

60.3

102.4

149.4
149.7
159.9a
148.1
161.3a

10.2

321.6

359.8

4.17

Sample

a

Double melting peak (Tm).

FIG. 7. (a) TGA thermograms and
DTG curves (b) of the multilayered
sandwiches with 2 and 4 nano-carbon
layers compared to the reference PLA
sample in the temperature range
30–550  C at heating rate 10  C/min in
air atmosphere.

Table I for comparison purposes. The thermal behavior of
PLA and its nanocomposites shows a single degradation
stage. The nano-carbon doped PLA sandwiches have slightly
lower thermal stability (T10%) than pristine PLA. The
decrease of the PLA thermal stability may be associated with
the presence of nano-carbon filler as plasticizer in the Black
Magic filament by its action to intersperse itself around polymers and by breaking polymer-polymer interaction, which
are predicted in the lubricity theory and the gel theory of
plasticization.18,19 The degradation temperature (Tp) peak at
which the decomposition appears is similar for the three
samples. The final weight loss (residue char) at 500  C is of
1.73 and 4.17 wt. %, for BML1-PLA and BML4-PLA samples, respectively. The residue char represents the amount of
the non-degraded nano-carbon filler in both studied sandwich
samples. The residue char quantity for the reference PLA
sample is very small 0.004%, which demonstrates the full
degradation of the PLA polymer.
In general, the temperature dependent structural characteristics, such as glass transition, crystallization, and melting,
are strongly affected by the presence and the number of
nano-carbon layers in the sandwich structure. However, the
effects of nano-carbon layers on the thermal stability and
degradation of multilayered materials are insufficient.
D. Microwave properties

Electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity
of Black Magic filament for 3D printer in a wide frequency
range from static regime to 2 MHz were collected in
Table II. According to these data, i.e., ac conductivity in
all frequency range is not less than 54 S/m and dielectric
permittivity is from 4  106 at 20 Hz to 104 at 2 MHz, the
Black Magic filament content is well above the percolation
threshold.

No significant frequency dependence of the EM
response properties was observed in Ka-band (26–37 GHz),
therefore, all results are presented at frequency 30 GHz. One
can see from Fig. 8(a) that the base plastic is transparent for
microwave radiation, whereas adding only one nano-carbon
doped layer of Black Magic filament leads to a decrease of
transmittance to less than 20%.
The main contribution to EM attenuation of the onenano-carbon layer sandwich structure (BML1-PLA) comes
from reflection (approx. 55%), but absorption is also significant (almost 30%). This EMI SE is really good for so thin
polymer composite layer as 100 lm. It is compatible with
what was observed for 1 mm thick epoxy filled with carbon
nanotubes, carbon black, graphene platelets, or carbon
onions.20 Two, three, and four BMLs make the sandwich
structure opaque for GHz signals due to more than 60% of
reflection and 30%–40% absorption. Note that the reflection
reaches its maximum at 2 nano-carbon-containing layers,
whereas the absorption remains increasing. Finally, as summarized in Fig. 8(a), EMI SE or -S21 is as high as 8, 11, 12,
and 15 dB for 1–4 nano-carbon doped layers.
E. Terahertz properties

The squared absolute values of the complex transmission function (transmittance) for reference samples and
samples contacting 1–3 nano-carbon layers are presented in
TABLE II. Electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity of Black
Magic filament for 3D printer in frequency range from 20 Hz to 2 MHz.
Frequency
Real part of dielectric permittivity
Electrical conductivity (S/m)

20 Hz
6

4  10
54.8

100 Hz
5

7  10
54.9

1 kHz
4

9  10
55.0

2 MHz
104
55.2
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FIG. 8. (a) Measured S-parameters of nano-carbon containing sandwich
structures in dB at 30 GHz. (b) Reflectance, absorbance, and transmittance
reconstructed from the experimental data of reference samples (open symbols) and samples contacting 1–4 nano-carbon layers (solid symbols) at
30 GHz.

Fig. 9. The background level (see Fig. 9(a)) clearly shows
that transmittance through BML1 and BML2 are significantly above the device accuracy limit in spite the level of
transmission is very low, 102 and 103 for BML1 and
BML, respectively. As compared to microwave response, in
THz frequency range, the transmittance of the base plastic is
around 50% and decreases with the frequency. Addition of
only one nano-carbon layer strongly reduces the transmittance level, and the sample consisting of 1–3 BML becomes
opaque for electromagnetic radiation in THz frequency
range.
In order to describe the measured results, we utilized
the following model. The real and imaginary parts of the
complex transmission function t(x) can be calculated
from the solution of the boundary problem for the multilayer system. Let us consider the double-layer system
comprising a base plastic and one nano-carbon layer
(BML1-PLA sample). Using the continuity condition of
tangential components of the electric and magnetic field
on the vacuum/base plastic layer-, base plastic layer/
nano-carbon layer-, and nano-carbon layer/vacuum interfaces (see inset in Fig. 9(b)), the following system of
equations can be written:

J. Appl. Phys. 119, 135102 (2016)

FIG. 9. (a) Terahertz transmittance spectra of reference samples and samples
contacting 1–3 nano-carbon layers. (b) Frequency dependence of the real
and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric permittivity for BML1-PLA.
In the numerical calculation, we used the complex dielectric permittivity
value e ¼ 2.9 þ 0.29i for the base plastic, which was calculated from the experimental data obtained for the REC-0 sample. The thickness of nanocarbon and plastic layers was set 0.1 and 0.3 mm, respectively.
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ
 e2 ðE2 expðid2 k2 Þ þ E
2 expðid2 k2 ÞÞ ¼ 0

ðEþ
3 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk3 Þ  E3 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk3 ÞÞ

 Eþ
4 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk4 Þ ¼ 0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ
E4 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk4 Þ  e3 ðEþ
3 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk3 Þ
þ E
3 expðiðd2 þ d3 Þk3 ÞÞ ¼ 0;

(1)

where ki, ei, and di are the wavenumbers, dielectric permittivity, and thickness values of the ith medium, respectively.
The coefficients E6
i are the complex amplitudes of the electric field in ith medium. The “þ” and “” superscripts signify the forward and backward propagating waves (see inset
in Fig. 9(b)). Solving the system (1) of 6 equations for E1,
E62, E63, Eþ4, one comes to expression (2) for the complex
transmission function t(x) of BML1 and PLA
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t ðx Þ ¼
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Eþ
4
;
Eþ
1

(2)

which already does not depend on the amplitude of the of
incident wave, but on the constitutive electromagnetic parameters (permittivity) of both BML and PLA layers.
Thus, for the sample containing only one nano-carbon
layer being 0.1 mm thick on a 0.3 mm thick plastic substrate,
the comparison of experimental data with the above
described model allows us to estimate the dielectric permittivity of the nano-carbon material in THz frequency range
(Fig. 9(b)).
As it can be seen from Fig. 9(b), the absolute value of
the imaginary part (e00 ) of the complex permittivity is larger
than that of the real part (e0 ) and both of them decrease with
frequency. Such frequency behavior is specific to polymer
composites with different carbon inclusions (for Carbon
nanotubes, carbon onions, graphene nanoplatelets, and
carbon black) above the percolation threshold21–27 and can
be explained by influence of a Drude term on the total conductivity of inclusions in this frequency area.28,29
The frequency dependence of absorption, reflection, and
transmission coefficient of BML1-PLA samples when the
radiation goes through the base substrate first (b) and opposite case (a) are presented in Fig. 10. For these samples,

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of absorption, reflection, and transmission
coefficient of BML1-PLA sample: (a) the incident EM waves come from the
side of the nano-carbon layer and (b) the incident EM waves come from the
side of the PLA layer.

where there is a significant difference between permittivity
of the base layer and carbon containing layer (2.8 vs 15 for
real part), it is important from which side the radiation
arrives at the sample. When the incoming radiation comes
from the side of the base layer then 20% of reflection comes
from the base layer itself, the rest is absorbed in the carbon
containing layer after multiple reflections within this layer.
The observed peaks in the reflectance spectra (see Fig.
10(b)) are due to interference effects on the base layer thickness. The high level of reflection on the border between base
and BML layers as well as high absorption in BML layer
leads to a small level of transmission through such a system
and a resultant transmission spectrum does not show interference picture.
When the incoming radiation comes from the side of the
BML layer, however, approximately 50% is reflected from
the more “metallic” carbon layer, and then the rest is
absorbed in the base- and carbon-containing layers. Thus, in
the sense of absorption, the incoming direction basesandwich is preferable.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results demonstrate the unlimited potential of the
3D printing technique for producing multilayered structures
by layer by layer deposition. The sandwich structure composed of continuous nano-carbon doped polymer layers and
pristine polymer layers, the mixed nano-carbon filler consisting of graphene, short carbon nanotubes, and carbon conelike structures obviously determines both the microwave and
the thermal properties of the complex material.
The temperature dependent structural characteristics,
crystallization, and melting are strongly affected by the presence and the number of nano-carbon doped layers in the
sandwich structure. The crystallization temperature (Tc) and
the crystal fraction of the sandwich structures strongly
decrease with an increasing number of nano-carbon layers,
confirming the nucleation effect of graphene on PLA.
Double melting peak (Tm) was observed, which is associated
with the presence of two materials in the sandwich structure,
the pristine PLA layer, and the layer of nano-carbon doped
PLA. However, nano-carbon doped PLA fabricated via melt
blending has negligible effect on Tg, as well as insufficient
impact on the thermal stability and degradation of the multilayered sandwich materials.
The electromagnetic measurements promise a great
potential of such a type of materials for electromagnetic
compatibility applications in microwave frequency range.
Sandwich structures containing only two nano-carbon layers
already become nontransparent to the microwaves, giving
EMI SE at the level of 8–15 dB, and the contribution of
absorption of the plane stratified sandwich structure is quite
significant (30%–40%). In case of upgrading the structure
with proper anti-reflection geometry, we may obtain the
same zero transmission originated from the full absorption
(see, e.g., Ref. 30).
The level of both the real (e0 ) and imaginary parts (e00 ) of
permittivity of the produced 3D printed sandwich structures
in THz range is as high as 30–10 and 50–10, respectively,
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and it decreases with the frequency. In the case when the
base (plastic) substrate meets the THz radiation first, 20% of
the reflection comes from the very first (base) layer, and the
rest, 80%, absorbed in BML after multi-reflection within the
carbon containing layer. The next step could be a design and
realization of specific optimal geometries of meta-surface
type with 3D printing technique in order to provide a high
level of electromagnetic interference shielding performance
for utilization of nano-carbon containing sandwich structures
for real EM cloaking and EM ecology applications.
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